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Abstract. This paper discusses critical elements of adaptive instruction in
support of training and education. Modeling and assessing learners and teams,
optimizing adaptive instructional methods, applying domain modeling outside of
traditional training and educational domains, automating authoring processes,
and assessing the learning effect of instruction are among the challenges reviewed.
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1 Introduction

The goal of adaptive instruction is to tailor learning experiences to the capabilities and
needs of each individual learner or team. Adaptive instructional systems, also known as
intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) alter their decisions, behaviors, and actions based on
their recognition of changing states/traits of the learner or changing conditions in the
environment [1]. These changes are usually managed by software-based agents who use
machine learning techniques (i.e. Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), k-Nearest
Neighbor, Support Vector Machines) to optimize their responses (decisions and actions)
[2, 3]. Adaptive instruction usually results in increased authoring requirements, some
of which may not be completely defined at the outset, to support tailored learning expe‐
riences for the wide variety of learner states and traits. The following research goals are
on the critical path of making adaptive instruction practical and affordable:

• Understand and model the states and traits of individual learners and teams
• Tailor adaptive instructional methods to optimize learning, performance, retention

of knowledge and skill, and transfer of learning to other domains
• Understand and model domains beyond those traditional well-defined intelligent

tutoring system (ITS) domains (e.g., mathematics and physics)
• Develop replicable processes to assess the appropriateness of models beyond lever‐

aging subject matter experts
• Investigate and develop methods to automate authoring processes and thereby reduce

the time and skill needed to develop ITSs
• Investigate and develop methods to assess learning effect and thereby provide a

mechanism with which to continuously improve adaptive instruction
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2 Modeling Individual Learners and Teams

The more the tutor understands about the learning habits, capabilities, and needs of the
learner, the more efficient and effective that tutor will be in guiding learning experiences.
Lepper et al. [4] identified the characteristics of an expert human tutor in their INSPIRE
(intelligent, nurturant, Socratic, progressive, indirect, reflective and encouraging)
model. The characteristics in this model were further explored in Lepper and Woolver‐
ton’s [5] study of highly effective tutors with the goal of developing best tutoring prac‐
tices. Expert tutors are such that they have subject matter knowledge and understanding
the appropriate teaching strategies for the types of problems at hand. Capturing the traits
and interpreting the states of the learner is a key to modeling the learner’s habits, capa‐
bilities and needs, and thereby critical to selecting the most effective learning strategies.
Lepper and Woolverton found that highly skilled tutors manage two primary processes
related to learning: engagement and motivation.

While there are several challenges in modeling individual learners and teams to
support the goal of adaptive instruction, four areas of research are noteworthy: techni‐
ques to model individuals and teams (i.e. how to identify differences affecting learning
and performance); use of big data to support domain competency modeling of the
learner; providing training at the point-of-need (i.e. tutoring anyplace and any time also
known as “in the wild”); and the use of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques to support
learner state classification (i.e. Bayesian Classifiers, Markov Decision Processes) [6].

Each of these four areas of research prompts associated questions. What learner states
and traits are needed for our learner model? What measurements are needed to assess
domain competency? What methods are available to capture data when the training is
provided at the point-of-need? What methods can be used to classify learner states based
on captured data (Fig. 1)?

Information Needed for 
Development of Model (i.e. current 
state of arousal, prediction based 

on past performance)

Available Measurement Techniques 
(i.e. Performance, Physiological, 

Self-Reports)

Data Capturing Tools (i.e. 
Wearables, Mobile Devices, Sensor  

Data)

Classification Methods (i.e. MDP s,  
Bayesian Networks)

Individual and Team 
Modeling

Fig. 1. Open questions related to individual and team modeling

3 Tailoring Adaptive Instructional Methods

The goal of adaptive instruction is to tailor training and educational experiences to match
the learning capabilities and needs of each individual, and thereby reduce the amount
of instruction required to reach a minimum level of competence in a given domain [7].
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By evaluating the states and traits of the learner in real-time, ITSs can select an optimal
strategy or plan for action (e.g., prompt the user for additional information) and thereby
select an optimal tactic or tutor action (e.g., ask a specific question based on where the
user is in the instruction). In the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT),
an open-source architecture for authoring, delivering, and evaluating ITSs [8], instruc‐
tional decisions are driven by two processes: Merrill’s component display theory [9],
and the learning effect model (LEM) [10].

There are several challenges associated with tailoring adaptive instruction, but five
areas of research are noteworthy: determining the type and frequency of guidance and
feedback provided by the tutor; understanding the effect of social dynamics in instruc‐
tion; understanding the effect of metacognitive processes on self-regulated learning;
optimizing the selection of instructional tactics; and the effect of personalization (occu‐
pational and non-cognitive factors) on learning, retention, and motivation [11].

4 Modeling Non-traditional Domains

Today, ITSs primarily represent well-defined, process-oriented domains which include
mathematics and physics. The primary goal for domain modeling is to be able represent
the diversity of domains in training and education. This means expanding assessment
methods to allow measurement of key moderators of learning for a variety of tasks and
conditions, and well beyond common desktop training and education applications.

Again, there are several areas which provide challenges, but we have selected four
that align with our primary goal: representing and understanding the influence of domain
attributes; reducing the time, cost, and skill required to author and deliver complex
instruction; improving the interoperability of domain models; and extending adaptive
instruction to include fuzzy domains [12].

5 Automating Authoring Processes

Authoring or development costs are the most significant element in determining the
affordability of adaptive instruction. The return on investment is clearer for high density
courses where there are many students, but much less so for courses with lower density.
Processes are needed to make authoring affordable regardless of density [13]. Beyond
affordability, improved authoring experiences can make adaptive instruction more
enticing and engaging to the community, and thereby increase use and buy-in of ITSs.

Another major goal is to reduce the time and skill needed to author adaptive instruc‐
tion so tailored instructional solutions can be available to the masses at an affordable
cost, and so people with domain knowledge (but lacking programming skills and
instruction design knowledge) can author them. Identifying candidate authoring tasks
for automation can reduce the time users spend manually generating tutors and reduce
the skill required to author ITSs.

There are five major challenges in automating authoring processes are: describing
mental models and defining interaction paradigms for authoring (i.e., different mental
models exist for different user groups, which alter how the system is used); identifying
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candidate processes for automated authoring (i.e., taking those well defined tasks and
automating them to reduce workload); extending authoring capabilities to support inte‐
gration with existing training and educational systems; and enabling collaborative
authoring to match skills with authoring tasks [13]. If these challenges are met, then
authoring has the opportunity to be less focused around the system itself, and more
concentrated on the user and paths to getting the authoring task completed.

6 Assessing Learning Effect

The major challenges in assessing effect during adaptive instructional events include the
development of accurate assessment methods for measuring: learning, performance,
retention potential, and transfer potential; the wide spectrum of task domains (e.g.,
cognitive, affective, physical, social); the varying spectrum of kinetic tasks (i.e., from
static to limited kinetic to full kinetic) [7].

7 Next Steps

Each version of GIFT has been focused on improving the interoperability of ITS compo‐
nents, capturing best instructional practices, and developing tools and methods to reduce
the time and skill needed to author adaptive instruction. Future versions of GIFT are
targeted to capture the results of training and educational research with the goal of
bringing the state-of-the-art concepts to the state-of-practice. Of particular emphasis is
the understanding and development of shared mental models to support adaptive instruc‐
tion for teams [14, 15].
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